
  e.g. You
may only pick up
  natural objects (do
  not touch litter), the
  kitchen cupboards are
 off limits, you mustn't go 
 through any gates or over
  any walls/fences/hedges,
                 you can't climb
                      anything, and

 no scavenging in
public places

When
you've
   done, 
you must
make sure        
        that the    items collected
  (in particular live creatures) 
are returned to the exact 
  spot that they 
                  were 
                  found.

Good
luck!

First things first, you need to decide upon the following!
 

1.  Are going to do this challenge as individuals or in pairs?
 

2.  Are you attempting this challenge in your home or in the garden? (Or both?)
 

3.  Where will you start from, and where do you need to be when your time is up?
 

4. Ask an adult to help decide where is out of bounds (See the bug below for suggestions!)
 

5.  What time limit will you give yourselves for this challenge? (30 minutes might work well!)
 

6.  How will you know when the time is up? Will an adult let you know, or will you set an alarm? 
 

At the end,
you get 1 point for
every correct item.

Each item may only be
counted once!

Scavenger Hunt

Did you know?
 

In the wild, a scavenger is an animal
that takes any opportunity it can to make
off with things that it finds lying around. It

might pick up fruits on the ground that have
fallen from the trees, or grab leftovers to eat

from inside our rubbish bins. A scavenger
might pick up twigs from the ground and build
their nest with them, or they might scoop up a

feather from the pavement or pick at the green
moss on a wall and use these to line their nest!



Your challenge is to scavenge the following items
 

Something prickly
 

Something soft
 

Something that gets wetter as it dries
 

Something sticky
 

Something green that’s longer than 10cm long
 

Find and collect a live animal (no bigger than your little finger nail)
 

Something smelly
 

Something woody
 

Something to leaf through
 

Something noisy
Something heavy

 

Something smooth
 

Something with hair (If outside - look closely at the detail of natural objects)
 

Something that floats
 

Somethings you can arrange to spell the word FOX
 

Something to sit on
 

Something brown
 

Something that could hold things
 

Something you can see through

Happyscavenging!


